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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present disclosure relates to an organic
light-emitting display device and a method of driving the
same.

Discussion of the Related Art

[0002] Along with evolving information technology, dis-
play devices have been widely used as a connection me-
dium between a user and information. In this regard, as
one type of display device, an organic light-emitting dis-
play device has been increasingly employed.
[0003] The organic light-emitting display device may
include a display panel including a plurality of sub-pixels,
a driver to output a drive signal to drive the display panel,
and a power supply to generate power to be supplied to
the driver and display panel. The driver may include a
scan driver to supply a scan signal or a gate signal to the
display panel, and a data driver to supply a data signal
to the display panel.
[0004] When the sub-pixels in the display panel receive
drive signals, for example, the scan signal and the data
signal, a selected sub-pixel emits a light beam. In this
manner, the sub-pixels may display an image.
[0005] The organic light-emitting display device may
be implemented in a variety of devices, such as a televi-
sion, a navigation device, a video player, a personal com-
puter, wearable devices including, for example, a watch
and glasses, and mobile phones including, for example,
a smartphone. There is a need to reduce power con-
sumption in conventional organic light-emitting display
devices.
[0006] US 2016/0293101 A1 describes a method of
driving a display device which includes calculating an
average load and an asymmetry by analyzing an input
image data, and adjusting at least one of a high data
voltage and a low data voltage, which are supplied to a
display panel of the display device, based on the average
load and the asymmetry.
[0007] KR 2012 0110257 A describes an apparatus
and method for driving an organic electroluminescent dis-
play panel, wherein if an input code less than a deter-
mined threshold value is inputted, a digital control mode
is used, and if an input code more than the determined
threshold value is inputted, an analog control mode is
used.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] In one aspect, there is provided an organic light-
emitting display device including a display panel, a power
supply, a selective driver and a gamma change driver
according to claims 1-10.

[0009] In another aspect, there is provided a method
of driving an organic light-emitting display device accord-
ing to claims 11-14.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] The accompanying drawings, which are includ-
ed to provide a further understanding of the invention and
are incorporated in and constitute a part of this specifi-
cation, illustrate embodiments of the invention and to-
gether with the description serve to explain the principles
of the invention.

FIG. 1 is a schematic block view of an organic light-
emitting display device in accordance with a first em-
bodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 schematically illustrates a configuration of a
sub-pixel in FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 illustrates a circuit configuration of a related
art sub-pixel.
FIG. 4 is a graph of a current versus voltage curve
of a drive transistor based on a related art driving
scheme.
FIG. 5 illustrates a circuit configuration of a sub-pixel
in accordance with a first embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 6 is a graph of current versus voltage curves of
a drive transistor in accordance with a first embodi-
ment of the present invention.
FIG. 7 is a graph of a gamma voltage versus gray-
scale curve for describing a gray-scale expression
scheme in accordance with a first embodiment of the
present invention.
FIG. 8 is a graph of a luminance versus gray-scale
curve based on a gray-scale expression scheme in
FIG. 7.
FIG. 9 is a graph of an adaptive gamma curve for
gray-scale expression in accordance with a first em-
bodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 10 illustrates an exemplary configuration of a
device in accordance with a first embodiment of the
present invention.
FIG. 11 is a graph of current versus voltage curves
of a drive transistor for describing a driving method
of an organic light-emitting display device in accord-
ance with a first embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
FIG. 12 shows a block diagram of components of
interest of an organic light-emitting display device in
accordance with a first embodiment of the present
invention.
FIG. 13 shows a modular configuration in accord-
ance with a first example of the present invention.
FIG. 14 shows a modular configuration in accord-
ance with a second example of the present invention.
FIG. 15 is a schematic block view of an organic light-
emitting display device in accordance with a second
embodiment of the present invention.
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FIG. 16 schematically illustrates a configuration of a
sub-pixel in FIG. 15.
FIG. 17 illustrates a circuit configuration of a sub-
pixel in accordance with a second embodiment of
the present invention.
FIG. 18 is a graph of current versus voltage curves
of a drive transistor in accordance with a second em-
bodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 19 is a graph of a voltage versus gray-scale
curve of a drive transistor for describing a driving
method of an organic light-emitting display device in
accordance with a second embodiment of the
present invention.
FIG. 20 describes a problem of deterioration of a
drive transistor.
FIG. 21 is a graph of current versus voltage curves
for a drive transistor for describing a high level volt-
age changing scheme in accordance with a second
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 22 shows a modular configuration in accord-
ance with a third example of the present invention.
FIG. 23 shows a modular configuration in accord-
ance with a fourth example of the present invention.
FIG. 24 is a schematic block view of an organic light-
emitting display device in accordance with a third
embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 25 schematically illustrates a configuration of a
sub-pixel in FIG. 24.
FIGS. 26 and 27 are diagrams for describing a com-
parison between a scheme of changing a level of a
high level voltage and a scheme of changing a level
of a low level voltage in order to drive a drive tran-
sistor in a linear region and generate a target current.
FIG. 28 is a graph of current versus voltage curves
of a drive transistor for describing a driving method
of an organic light-emitting display device in accord-
ance with a third embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
FIGS. 29 and 30 are views illustrating examples of
changing a low level voltage in accordance with a
third embodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 31 is a view for explaining a method for deter-
mining whether an image quality problem has oc-
curred when driving a drive transistor in a linear re-
gion.
FIG.32 is a flowchart for explaining a selection
scheme of linear driving and saturation driving in ac-
cordance with a third embodiment of the present in-
vention.
FIG. 33 shows a modular configuration in accord-
ance with a fifth example of the present invention.
FIG. 34 shows a modular configuration in accord-
ance with a sixth example of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0011] Reference will now be made in detail embodi-
ments of the invention examples of which are illustrated

in the accompanying drawings.
[0012] Hereinafter, detailed embodiments of the inven-
tion will be described with reference to the accompanying
drawings.
[0013] An organic light-emitting display device may be
implemented, for example, as a top-emission, bottom-
emission, or dual-emission type, depending on a light-
emission direction therefrom.
[0014] The organic light-emitting display device may
also be implemented, for example, as an inverted stag-
gered, staggered, or coplanar type, depending on a chan-
nel structure of a transistor employed. The inverted stag-
gered type may include a back channel etched (BCE)
type or an etch stopper (ES) type.
[0015] The organic light-emitting display device may
further be implemented, for example, as an oxide, low
temperature poly-silicon (LTPS), amorphous silicon (a-
Si), or poly-silicon (p-Si) type, depending on a semicon-
ductor material of a transistor.
[0016] The organic light-emitting display device may
be implemented, for example, in a television, a navigation
device, a video player, a personal computer, wearable
devices, such as watches and glasses, and mobile
phones, such as a smartphone.

<A first embodiment >

[0017] FIG. 1 is a schematic block view of an organic
light-emitting display device in accordance with a first
embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 2 schemati-
cally illustrates a configuration of a sub-pixel in FIG. 1.
[0018] As shown in FIG. 1, the organic light-emitting
display device may include a host system 1000, a timing
controller 170, a data driver 130, a power supply 140, a
gate driver 150, and a display panel 110.
[0019] The host system 1000 may include a SoC (Sys-
tem on Chip) having a scaler disposed therein. The host
system 1000 may convert digital video data of an input
video to a data signal with a suitable format for display
on the display panel 110 and then output the data signal.
The host system 1000 may also supply a variety of timing
signals along with the data signal to the timing controller
170.
[0020] The timing controller 170 may be configured to
control operation timings of the data driver 130 and the
gate driver 150 based on the timing signals from the host
system 1000. Examples of the timing signals include ver-
tical and horizontal synchronization signals, a data ena-
ble signal, and a main clock signal. The timing controller
170 may be configured to perform video processes, such
as data compensation, for the data signal from the host
system 1000, and then supply the processed or compen-
sated data signal DATA to the data driver 130.
[0021] The data driver 130 may be configured to op-
erate based on a data control signal DDC, etc. from the
timing controller 170. The data driver 130 may be con-
figured to convert the data signal DATA in a digital form
from the timing controller 170 to a data signal in an analog
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form and then output the analog data signal.
[0022] In this regard, the data driver 130 may be con-
figured to convert the data signal DATA in a digital form
to the data signal in an analog form based on gamma
voltages from a gamma circuit inside or outside the data
driver 130. The data driver 130 may be configured to
supply the analog data signal to data lines DL1 to DLn
of the display panel 110, where n is a positive integer
greater than 1.
[0023] The gate driver 150 may be configured to op-
erate based on a gate control signal GDC from the timing
controller 170. The gate driver 150 may be configured to
output a gate signal or a scan signal of a gate high voltage
or a gate low voltage.
[0024] The gate driver 150 may be configured to se-
quentially output the gate signal in a forward or reverse
direction. The gate driver 150 may be configured to sup-
ply the gate signal to gate lines GL1 to GLm of the display
panel 110, where m is a positive integer greater than 1.
[0025] The power supply 140 may be configured to out-
put a high level voltage (a drain voltage) EVDD and a
low level voltage (a source voltage) EVSS for driving the
display panel 110, and a collector voltage VCC and a
ground voltage GND for driving the data driver 130, etc.
Additionally, the power supply 140 may be configured to
generate voltages used in operating the display device,
such as the gate high voltage or the gate low voltage to
be supplied to the gate driver 150.
[0026] The display panel 110 may include sub-pixels
SP, the data lines DL1 to DLn coupled to the sub-pixels
SP respectively, and the gate lines GL1 to GLm coupled
to the sub-pixels SP respectively. The display panel 110
may be configured to display an image based on the gate
signal from the gate driver 150 and the data signal from
the data driver 130. The display panel 110 may include
lower and upper substrates. The sub-pixels SP may be
disposed between the lower and upper substrates.
[0027] As shown in FIG. 2, for example, a single sub-
pixel SP may include a switching thin film transistor SW
coupled to the gate line GL1 and the data line DL1 (or
disposed at an intersection thereof), and a pixel circuit
PC configured to operate based on the data signal sup-
plied via the switching thin film transistor SW. The pixel
circuit PC may include a drive transistor, a storage ca-
pacitor, an organic light-emitting diode, and a pixel com-
pensation circuit (not shown). The pixel compensation
circuit may be configured to compensate for at least one
of the drive transistor, storage capacitor, and organic
light-emitting diode.
[0028] The pixel compensation circuit may be config-
ured to compensate for characteristics of the drive tran-
sistor (for example, a threshold voltage or current mobil-
ity, etc.) and/or characteristics of the organic light-emit-
ting diode (for example, a threshold voltage), and/or for
deteriorations thereof. The pixel compensation circuit
may operate independently or in association with an ex-
ternal circuit. The pixel compensation circuit may include
at least one thin film transistor and capacitor. The pixel

compensation circuit can be configured in a wide variety
of ways depending on a compensation method. Thus, a
specific illustration and description thereof will be omit-
ted.
[0029] FIG. 3 illustrates a circuit configuration of a re-
lated art sub-pixel. FIG. 4 is a graph of a current versus
voltage curve of a drive transistor based on a related art
driving scheme.
[0030] As shown in FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, in the related
art driving scheme, a drive transistor DTFT is driven in a
saturation region of the current versus voltage curve to
operate the sub-pixel. Thus, a high level drive voltage
(that is, a high level Vds and EVDD as shown in FIGS.
3 and 4) was used.
[0031] In this way, since the related art organic light-
emitting display device drives the drive transistor DTFT
in the saturation region of the current versus voltage
curve, the high level voltage EVDD is used, leading to
unnecessarily high power consumption.
[0032] FIG. 5 illustrates a circuit configuration of a sub-
pixel in accordance with a first embodiment of the present
invention. FIG. 6 is a graph of current versus voltage
curves of a drive transistor in accordance with a first em-
bodiment of the present invention. FIG. 7 is a graph of a
gamma voltage versus gray-scale curve for describing a
gray-scale expression scheme in accordance with a first
embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 8 is a graph
of a luminance versus gray-scale curve based on a gray-
scale expression scheme in FIG. 7. FIG. 9 is a graph of
an adaptive gamma curve for gray-scale expression in
accordance with a first embodiment of the present inven-
tion. FIG. 10 illustrates an exemplary configuration of a
device in accordance with a first embodiment of the
present invention. FIG. 11 is a graph of current versus
voltage curves of a drive transistor for describing a driving
method of an organic light-emitting display device in ac-
cordance with a first embodiment of the present inven-
tion.
[0033] As shown in FIG. 5 and FIG. 6, in accordance
with a first embodiment of the present invention, to reduce
power consumption by an organic light-emitting display
device, a drive transistor DTFT of a sub-pixel may be
driven using a combination of a saturation region and a
linear region of a current versus voltage curve.
[0034] Further, to reduce power consumption by the
organic light-emitting display device, a level of a high
level voltage EVDD may be changed to a lower level than
a data voltage VDATA forming a data signal.
[0035] For example, in accordance with the first em-
bodiment of the present invention, when the drive tran-
sistor DTFT generates a current I_oled for driving an or-
ganic light-emitting diode OLED, the high level voltage
EVDD, which is one of parameters for generating a target
current I_target, may be lowered from a P2 level to a P1
level.
[0036] When the drive transistor DTFT of the sub-pixel
is driven in the linear region of the curve, the high level
voltage EVDD may be set at a lower level compared to
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a related art method. Thus, a stress level undergone by
the transistor may be reduced compared to the related
art method. As a result, deterioration of the transistor may
be delayed for a longer time period than in the related
art method where the drive transistor is driven in the sat-
uration region.
[0037] FIG. 5 illustrates, by way of example, a gener-
ally-employed 2T1C configuration where two transistors
SW and DTFT and a single capacitor Cst are used to
drive an organic light- emitting diode OLED. However,
the present invention is not limited thereto. Rather, the
present invention may be applicable to an organic light-
emitting display device with a sub-pixel including various
pixel circuit configurations.
[0038] As shown in FIG. 7 and FIG. 8, the driving meth-
od in accordance with the first embodiment of the present
invention may employ a linear gamma (Linear GMA) to
express low and middle gray-scale ranges and a non-
linear gamma (for example, 2.2 GMA) to express high
gray-scale range. This is because when an actual pixel
is used to express the gray-scales, the drive transistor
DTFT may be driven in the saturation region to express
the low and middle gray-scale ranges and in the linear
region to express the high gray-scale range.
[0039] To this end, the driving method in accordance
with the first embodiment of the present invention may
employ an adaptive gamma curve including an algorithm
for determining a gamma change point (GCP). With the
adaptive gamma curve, the GCP may be changed in an
adaptive manner.
[0040] If the gamma is varied along the adaptive gam-
ma curve, the data voltage may be raised without a sep-
arate mechanism when the transistor is driven in the lin-
ear region drive. If the adaptive gamma curve is em-
ployed, the gamma curve may vary depending on the
low, middle, and high gray-scale ranges.
[0041] As shown in FIG. 9, the gamma change point
(GCP) may be determined based on a data voltage level.
The data voltage level may be varied even if it is a voltage
for expressing the same gray-scale. This is, for example,
because a peak data voltage level may vary based on
an average picture level (APL) by a peak luminance con-
trol (PLC) algorithm.
[0042] Since the data voltage level may be different
even for the same gray-scale, the gamma change point
(GCP) may be determined based on the peak luminance
control (PLC) or the average picture level (APL) refer-
ence. As a result, the gamma change point (GCP) may
shift down to the linear region or up to the non-linear
region based on the data voltage level.
[0043] As shown in FIG. 9 and FIG. 10, the gamma
change point (GCP) may vary based on characteristics
of the data voltage level. Thus, to reflect variations in the
characteristics of the data voltage level, the organic light-
emitting display device may be configured such that the
gamma change point (GCP) at a gamma circuit (GMA
IC) 135 may be controlled based on a gamma change
signal GMAC from the timing controller (T-con) 170.

[0044] In this regard, a module or system for changing
a driving scheme for the drive transistor may be contained
in the timing controller 170. However, the present inven-
tion is not limited thereto. The module or system for
changing the driving scheme for the drive transistor may
be formed as a separate circuit, in which case the gamma
change signal GMAC may be supplied from the separate
circuit.
[0045] As shown in FIG. 11, in a method for driving the
organic light-emitting display device in accordance with
the first embodiment of the present invention, to avoid
image quality deterioration resulting from the driving of
the drive transistor in the linear region, the driving scheme
may be changed for an image data anticipated to have
such image quality deterioration.
[0046] For example, when an image data which is not
expected to have such image quality deterioration is in-
put, a driving scheme is carried out as shown in FIG. 11
(a). That is, the drive transistor is driven in the linear re-
gion, and the level of the high level voltage EVDD is
changed to a level lower than the level of the data voltage
VDATA.
[0047] On the other hand, when an image data which
is expected to have such image quality deterioration is
input, a driving scheme is carried out as shown in FIG.
11(b). That is, the drive transistor is driven in the satura-
tion region, and the level of the high level voltage EVDD
is changed to a level higher than the level of the data
voltage VDATA.
[0048] In this regard, to switch the driving schemes of
the drive transistor based on whether such image quality
deterioration is anticipated for a certain image data, the
device may be configured, for example, as discussed
below.
[0049] FIG. 12 shows a block diagram of components
of interest of an organic light-emitting display device in
accordance with a first embodiment of the present inven-
tion. FIG. 13 shows a modular configuration in accord-
ance with a first example of the present invention. FIG.
14 shows a modular configuration in accordance with a
second example of the present invention.
[0050] As shown in FIG. 12, the organic light-emitting
display device in accordance with the first embodiment
of the present invention may include a selective driver
160, a power supply 140, and a compensation circuit
180. The selective driver 160 and compensation circuit
180 may be integrated into a single module, for example,
into a timing controller.
[0051] The selective driver 160 may be configured to
enable selective driving of a drive transistor of a sub-pixel
between the first and the second driving schemes. In the
first driving scheme, for example, the drive transistor of
the sub-pixel in a display panel may be driven in a satu-
ration region (EVDD > VDATA). In the second driving
scheme, for example, the drive transistor of the sub-pixel
in the display panel may be driven in the linear region
(EVDD < VDATA). For enabling such selective driving, the
selective driver 160 may include a non-linear driver (or
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normal driver) 161, a linear driver 163, and a gamma
change driver 165.
[0052] The non-linear driver 161 may be configured to
generate a first drive control signal to instruct the first
driving scheme to be carried out. That is, using the first
drive control signal, the drive transistor of the sub-pixel
in the display panel may be driven in the saturation or
non-linear region. In this regard, when the non-linear driv-
er 161 outputs the first drive control signal to the power
supply 140, the power supply 140 may be configured to
change the level of the high level voltage EVDD to a level
higher than the level of the data voltage VDATA.
[0053] The linear driver 163 may be configured to gen-
erate a second drive control signal to instruct the second
driving scheme to be carried out. That is, using the sec-
ond drive control signal, the drive transistor of the sub-
pixel in the display panel may be driven in the linear or
non-saturation region. In this regard, when the linear driv-
er 163 outputs the second drive control signal to the pow-
er supply 140, the power supply 140 may be configured
to change the level of the high level voltage EVDD to a
level lower than the level of the data voltage VDATA.
[0054] The linear driver 163 may force the drive tran-
sistor of the sub-pixel in the display panel to be driven in
the saturation region when an image data with expected
image quality deterioration is input. In other words, even
if the driving scheme is set to the second driving scheme
for the linear driver 163, the linear driver 163 may force
performing the first driving scheme in the saturation re-
gion, not the second driving scheme in the linear region,
when an image data with expected image quality deteri-
oration is input.
[0055] To this end, the linear driver 163 may be con-
figured to reference a lookup table which parameters one
or more factors for predicting or forecasting image quality
deterioration. The lookup table may be stored in a mem-
ory as data. Alternatively, the linear driver 163 may be
configured to predict the image quality deterioration using
an image analysis algorithm.
[0056] The factors for predicting or forecasting the im-
age quality deterioration may include, but are not limited
to, an average picture level (APL), a total current flowing
in the organic light-emitting diode (total EL current), a
peak value of the gray-scale, an image complexity, a
drive frequency, a crosstalk pattern, and so on. These
factors may be provided as parametric threshold values
through experiments.
[0057] The linear driver 163 may be configured to com-
pare parameter values of the current image data with the
parametric threshold values in the lookup table and to
enable the drive transistor to be driven in the saturation
region, for example, only when the parameter value(s)
of the current image data is or are determined to be small-
er than the respective parametric threshold value(s).
[0058] For example, upon determination that the im-
age quality deterioration is expected to occur, the linear
driver 163 may operate together with the non-linear driver
161 such that the first drive control signal from the non-

linear driver 161 is changed to a logic high, instead of
the second drive control signal from the linear driver 163
being changed to a logic low.
[0059] The gamma change driver 165 may be config-
ured to set a gamma based on characteristics parame-
ters in accordance with a predetermined condition for the
present device. The gamma change driver 165 may be
configured to output a gamma change signal to deter-
mine a gamma change point at a gamma circuit based
on a change in the driving schemes. The gamma change
driver 165 may be configured to output the gamma
change signal based on the characteristics parameters
such as the peak luminance control (PLC) and/or aver-
age picture level (APL).
[0060] The compensation module or circuit 180 may
be configured to analyze a data signal to be supplied to
the display panel, and to compensate and improve for
variation of the display panel resulting from the selective
driving between the first and the second driving schemes
respectively using the saturation region and the linear
region. Further, the compensation module or circuit 180
may be configured to compensate for the variation of the
display panel resulting from a change in the gamma
change point.
[0061] Further, the compensation module 180 may be
configured to calculate a display panel characteristics
variation, for example, an IR drop resulting from the driv-
ing in the linear region and then to compensate for the
variation. To this end, the compensation module 180 may
be configured to generate and output a compensation
signal for compensating for the display panel character-
istics variation based on an analysis of the data signal
and the gamma change signal from the gamma change
driver 165.
[0062] In accordance with the first embodiment of the
present invention, the power consumption of the device
may be reduced while the deterioration of the drive tran-
sistor may be delayed via the selective driving scheme
based on the image quality deterioration estimation. To
that end, a drive control signal may be generated to en-
able selective driving between the first and the second
driving schemes for the drive transistor of the sub-pixel,
where the first and the second schemes respectively em-
ploy the saturation and the linear regions for the drive
transistor. Then, based on the selected driving scheme,
a gamma change signal may be generated to change
the gamma based on the selected driving scheme, and/or
a level of a high level voltage (e.g., EVDD) to be supplied
to the sub-pixel may be changed.
[0063] Hereinafter, an example modular configuration
of an organic light-emitting display device will be de-
scribed where the selective driver 160 and compensation
module 180 are incorporated into the timing controller
170.
[0064] As shown in FIG. 13 illustrating a first example
modular configuration of the organic light-emitting dis-
play device, the organic light-emitting display device may
be modularized with a first circuit board BD1, a second
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circuit board BD2 and a display panel 110. The first circuit
board BD1 may include a host system 1000 and a power
supply 140 disposed thereon. The second circuit board
BD2 may include the timing controller 170, the gamma
circuit 135, and a voltage switching circuit ST disposed
thereon. The voltage switching circuit ST may be dis-
posed inside or outside the power supply 140.
[0065] As shown in FIG. 14 illustrating a second ex-
ample modular configuration of the organic light-emitting
display device, the organic light-emitting display device
may be modularized with a first circuit board BD1, a sec-
ond circuit board BD2, and a display panel 110. The first
circuit board BD1 may include a host system 1000, a
power supply 140 and a voltage switching circuit ST dis-
posed thereon. The second circuit board BD2 may in-
clude a timing controller 170 and a gamma circuit 135
disposed thereon. The voltage switching circuit ST may
be disposed inside or outside the power supply 140.
[0066] The timing controller 170 may be configured to
output a switch control signal STC to selectively supply
a first high level voltage EVDD1 or a second high level
voltage EVDD2 from the power supply 140 disposed on
the first circuit board BD1. In one example, the first high
level voltage EVDD1 (a saturation region drive voltage)
may be higher than the second high level voltage EVDD2
(a linear region drive voltage).
[0067] The timing controller 170 may be configured to
generate a first switch control signal at the same time
when the first drive control signal is generated by the
non-linear driver disposed therein to drive the drive tran-
sistor in the saturation region, that is, a normal driving
condition.
[0068] Further, the timing controller 170 may be con-
figured to output a gamma change signal GMAC when
there is a need for a gamma change. For example, the
gamma circuit 135 may be configured to supply a gamma
voltage GMA1 complying with a first gamma curve to a
data driver 130 based on the gamma change signal
GMAC.
[0069] When the timing controller 170 has outputted
the first drive control signal and the first switch control
signal, the voltage switching circuit ST may be configured
to operate such that the first high level voltage EVDD1
from the power supply 140 is supplied to the display panel
110. In this way, the display panel 110 may operate based
on an operating condition of the saturation region.
[0070] The timing controller 170 may be configured to
generate a second switch control signal at the same time
when the second drive control signal is generated by the
linear driver disposed therein to drive the drive transistor
in the linear region, that is, a change driving condition.
[0071] Further, the timing controller 170 may be con-
figured to output a gamma change signal GMAC when
there is a need for a gamma change. For example, the
gamma circuit 135 may be configured to supply a gamma
voltage GMA2 complying with a second gamma curve to
the data driver 130 based on the gamma change signal
GMAC.

[0072] When the timing controller 170 has outputted
the second drive control signal and the second switch
control signal, the voltage switching circuit ST may be
configured to operate such that the second high level
voltage EVDD2 from the power supply 140 is supplied
to the display panel 110. In this way, the display panel
110 may operate based on an operating condition of the
linear region.
[0073] As described above, in accordance with exam-
ple embodiments of the present invention, to change the
level of the high level voltage, the voltage switching circuit
ST may receive the first and the second high level volt-
ages EVDD1 and EVDD2 from the first circuit board BD1
having the host system 1000 and the power supply 140,
and select one of the two high level voltages EVDD1 and
EVDD2 based on the computing result (parameter com-
puting result) by the timing controller 170, as illustrated
in FIG. 13. Alternatively, the voltage switching circuit ST
may receive as a feedback the computing result by the
timing controller 170 and select one of the two high level
voltages EVDD1 and EVDD2 based on the feedback, as
illustrated in FIG. 14. These two approaches are merely
examples. As another alternative, for example, the power
supply 140 and timing controller 170 both may be dis-
posed on the second circuit board BD2. The present in-
vention is not limited to the above example configura-
tions.

<A second embodiment >

[0074] FIG. 15 is a schematic block view of an organic
light-emitting display device in accordance with a second
embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 16 schemat-
ically illustrates a configuration of a sub-pixel in FIG. 15.
[0075] As shown in FIG. 15, the organic light-emitting
display device may include a host system 1000, a timing
controller 170, a data driver 130, a power supply 140, a
gate driver 150, and a display panel 110.
[0076] The host system 1000 may include a SoC (Sys-
tem on Chip) having a scaler disposed therein, and may
convert digital video data of an input video to a data signal
with a suitable format for display on the display panel
110, and then output the converted data signal. The host
system 1000 may supply a variety of timing signals along
with the data signal to the timing controller 170.
[0077] The timing controller 170 may be configured to
control operation timings of the data driver 130 and gate
driver 150 based on timing signals from the host system
1000, such as based on vertical and horizontal synchro-
nization signals, a data enable signal, a main clock signal,
etc. The timing controller 170 may be configured to per-
form video process, such as data compensation, for the
data signal from the host system 1000, and then supply
the processed or compensated data signal to the data
driver 130.
[0078] The data driver 130 may be configured to op-
erate based on a data control signal DDC, etc. from the
timing controller 170. The data driver 130 may be con-
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figured to convert the data signal DATA in a digital form
from the timing controller 170 to a data signal in an analog
form and then output the analog signal.
[0079] In this regard, the data driver 130 may be con-
figured to convert the data signal DATA in a digital form
to the data signal in an analog form based on gamma
voltages from a gamma circuit inside or outside the data
driver 130. The data driver 130 may be configured to
supply the analog data signal to data lines DL1 to DLn
of the display panel 110.
[0080] The gate driver 150 may be configured to op-
erate based on a gate control signal GDC from the timing
controller 170. The gate driver 150 may be configured to
output a gate signal or a scan signal of a gate high voltage
or a gate low voltage.
[0081] The gate driver 150 may be configured to se-
quentially output the gate signal in forward or reverse
direction. The gate driver 150 may be configured to sup-
ply the gate signal to gate lines GL1 to GLm of the display
panel 110.
[0082] The power supply 140 may be configured to out-
put a high level voltage (a drain voltage) EVDD and a
low level voltage (a source voltage) EVSS for driving the
display panel 110, and a collector voltage VCC and a
ground voltage GND for driving the data driver 130, etc.
Additionally, the power supply 140 may be configured to
generate voltages required for operations of the display
device, such as the gate high voltage or the gate low
voltage to be supplied to the gate driver 150.
[0083] The display panel 110 may include sub-pixels
SP, the data lines DL1 to DLn coupled to the sub-pixels
SP respectively, and the gate lines GL1 to GLm coupled
to the sub-pixels SP respectively. The display panel 110
may be configured to display an image based on the gate
signal from the gate driver 150 and the data signal from
the data driver 130. The display panel 110 may include
lower and upper substrates. The sub-pixels SP may be
disposed between the lower and upper substrates.
[0084] As shown in FIG. 16, a single sub-pixel includes
a switching thin film transistor SW coupled to the gate
line GL1 and data line DL1 (or disposed at an intersection
thereof), and a pixel circuit PC configured to operate
based on the data signal supplied via the switching thin
film transistor SW. The pixel circuit PC may include a
drive transistor, a storage capacitor, an organic light-
emitting diode, and a pixel compensation circuit. The pix-
el compensation circuit may be configured to compen-
sate for at least one of the drive transistor, storage ca-
pacitor, and organic light-emitting diode.
[0085] The pixel compensation circuit may be config-
ured to compensate for characteristics of the drive tran-
sistor (for example, a threshold voltage, current mobility,
etc.), and/or characteristics of the organic light-emitting
diode (for example, a threshold voltage) and/or for dete-
riorations thereof. The pixel compensation circuit may
operate independently or in association with an external
circuit. The pixel compensation circuit may include at
least one thin film transistor and capacitor. The pixel com-

pensation circuit can be configured in a wide variety of
ways depending on a compensation method. Thus, a
specific illustration and description thereof will be omit-
ted.
[0086] FIG. 17 illustrates a circuit configuration of a
sub-pixel in accordance with a second embodiment of
the present invention. FIG. 18 is a graph of current versus
voltage curves of a drive transistor in accordance with a
second embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 19 is
a graph of a voltage versus gray-scale curve of a drive
transistor for describing a driving method of an organic
light-emitting display device in accordance with a second
embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 20 describes
a problem of deterioration of a drive transistor. FIG. 21
is a graph of current versus voltage curves for a drive
transistor for describing a high level voltage changing
scheme in accordance with a second embodiment of the
present invention.
[0087] As shown in FIG. 17 and FIG. 18, in accordance
with a second embodiment of the present invention, in
order to achieve power consumption reduction for the
organic light-emitting display device, a drive transistor
DTFT of a sub-pixel may be driven using a combination
of a saturation region and a linear region of a current
versus voltage curve.
[0088] Further, in order to achieve power consumption
reduction for the organic light-emitting display device, a
level of a high level voltage EVDD may be changed to a
level lower than a level of a data voltage VDATA forming
a data signal.
[0089] For example, in accordance with the second
embodiment of the present invention, when the drive
transistor generates a current I_oled for driving an or-
ganic light-emitting diode, a level of the high level voltage
EVDD, which is one of parameters for generating a target
current I_target, may be lowered from a P2 level to a P1
level.
[0090] When the drive transistor DTFT of the sub-pixel
is driven in the linear region of the curve, the level of the
high level voltage EVDD may be lowered compared to
the related art method. Thus, a stress level undergone
by the transistor may be reduced compared to the related
art method. As a result, deterioration of the transistor may
be expected to be delayed for a longer time period than
in the related art method where the drive transistor is
driven in the saturation region.
[0091] FIG. 17 illustrates, by way of example, a gen-
erally-employed 2T1C configuration where two transis-
tors SW and DTFT and a single capacitor Cst are used
to drive an organic light-emitting diode OLED. However,
the present invention is not limited thereto. Rather, the
present invention may be applicable to an organic light-
emitting display device with a sub-pixel including various
pixel circuit configurations.
[0092] The driving method in accordance with the sec-
ond embodiment of the present invention, as in the first
embodiment of the present invention, may employ a lin-
ear gamma (Linear GMA) for expression of low and mid-
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dle gray-scale ranges, and employ a non-linear gamma
(for example, 2.2 GMA) for expression of a high gray-
scale range. This is because when expressing the gray-
scale using the actual pixel, the drive transistor is driven
in the saturation region for the expression of the low and
middle gray-scale ranges, and in the linear region for the
expression of the high gray-scale range.
[0093] As shown in FIG. 19, in a method for driving the
organic light-emitting display device in accordance with
the second embodiment of the present invention, in order
to avoid image quality deterioration resulting from the
driving of the drive transistor in the linear region, an image
data which is expected to have such image quality dete-
rioration may be subjected to a different driving scheme.
[0094] For example, when an image data which is not
expected to have such image quality deterioration is in-
put, a driving scheme is carried out as shown in FIG.
19(a). That is, the drive transistor is driven in the linear
region, and the level of the high level voltage EVDD is
changed to a level lower than the level of the data voltage
VDATA.
[0095] To the contrary, when an image data which is
expected to have such image quality deterioration is in-
put, a driving scheme is carried out as shown in FIG.
19(b). That is, the drive transistor is driven in the satura-
tion region, and the level of the high level voltage EVDD
is changed to a level higher than the level of the data
voltage VDATA.
[0096] However, as can be seen in FIG. 19(a), it is
necessary to increase the data voltage VDATA to satisfy
a target current I_target when the drive transistor is driven
in the linear region. As such, an example of the timing in
which the data voltage VDATA to satisfy the target current
I_target should be increased may by explained as fol-
lows:
[0097] As shown in FIG. 20, when the driving time of
the drive transistor DTFT is continued or a positive volt-
age is applied continuously to the drive transistor DTFT,
a threshold voltage Vth is shifted in a positive direction
due to the image quality deterioration. In this case, a Vgs
(or Vgs-Vth) of the drive transistor DTFT is lowered grad-
ually, so the data voltage VDATA should be further in-
creased to satisfy the target current I_target.
[0098] Therefore, when the threshold voltage of the
drive transistor DTFT is shifted in the positive direction
due to the image quality deterioration, the data voltage
VDATA should be further increased, however, in this case,
the constraints may arise due to the limited output range
of the data driver. That is to say, it is difficult to cope with
such a problem such as a situation where the data driver
cannot increase the data voltage VDATA beyond a con-
stant range due to the limited output range.
[0099] Additionally, if a problem such as image quality
deterioration is caused continuously, the deterioration
deviation of the threshold voltage is scattered on a basis
of position or sub-pixel of the display panel, which results
in increased screen stain on the display panel and de-
creased life time of the display panel. According to ex-

perimental results, this problem may appear more seri-
ous when the drive transistor is driven in the linear region,
therefore, in accordance with the second embodiment of
the present invention, it may be improved as follows:
[0100] As shown in FIG. 21, when an image data which
is not expected to have such image quality deterioration
is input, the driving transistor is driven in the linear region,
a level of the high level voltage EVDD may be changed
to a level lower than a level of the data voltage VDATA.
At the same time, it may maintain the target current
I_target by avoiding the increase in a data voltage VDATA
and gradually increasing the level of the high level voltage
EVDD depending on the deterioration characteristic of
the drive transistor.
[0101] That is, in accordance with the second embod-
iment of the present invention, the drive transistor is driv-
en in the linear region, the deterioration characteristic of
the drive transistor, for example, the threshold voltage,
is monitored or sensed. Further, when the deterioration
characteristic of the drive transistor, for example, the
threshold voltage, deviates from a reference range (for
example, a reference threshold voltage) set inside the
timing controller 170, the increase in a data voltage VDATA
is avoided and a level of the high level voltage EVDD is
increased gradually.
[0102] To facilitate understanding of the descriptions,
a comparison of the first embodiment with the second
embodiment may be described as follows:
[0103] In the first embodiment, in order to drive the
drive transistor in the linear region and generate the tar-
get current I_target, a level of the high level voltage EVDD
is lowered from P2 level to P1 level, and the data voltage
VDATA is increased to Vd3.
[0104] In the second embodiment, in order to drive the
drive transistor in the linear region and generate the tar-
get current I_target, a level of the high level voltage EVDD
is lowered from P2 level to P1 level, and the data voltage
VDATA is maintained in a previous level such as Vd1, or
increased to Vd2 by a small amount. Further, in the sec-
ond embodiment, the deterioration characteristic of the
drive transistor, for example, the threshold voltage, is
monitored or sensed, and in response to changes in the
deterioration characteristic of the drive transistor, for ex-
ample, the threshold voltage, the levels PV1, PV2, PV3
of the high level voltage EVDD are increased gradually.
[0105] The levels PV1, PV2, PV3 of the high level volt-
age EVDD are increased gradually, for example, in a P2
direction in proportion to the changes in the threshold
voltage. As such, in the second embodiment, the levels
PV1, PV2, PV3 of the high level voltage EVDD are also
changed taking account of the deterioration characteris-
tic and compensation margin of the drive transistor. At
this time, since the gradually changed high level voltage
EVDD is commonly supplied to all of the sub-pixels of
the display panel, a global compensation effect can be
expected.
[0106] As explained above, it is difficult to obtain a mar-
gin that can satisfy a target current I_target only by in-
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creasing a data voltage VDATA, when the threshold volt-
age of the drive transistor DTFT is changed in a positive
direction beyond a constant value, for example, a refer-
ence threshold voltage set by the experiment. However,
in accordance with the second embodiment of the
present invention, a margin being capable of satisfying
a target current I_target is obtained, since it is possible
to perform an additional compensation from the data volt-
age VDATA, when the levels PV1, PV2, PV3 of the high
level voltage EVDD are changed in response to changes
in the threshold voltage of the drive transistor.
[0107] Accordingly, in accordance with the second em-
bodiment of the present invention, it is possible to secure
a compensation range (for example, an output range that
is necessary to compensate for the data voltage) of the
data voltage VDATA in a larger width compared to the first
embodiment, since the margin capable of changing the
data voltage VDATA is increased.
[0108] In this connection, as in the second embodi-
ment, in order to switch the driving schemes of the drive
transistor based on whether such an image quality prob-
lem occurs for a certain image data, and change the level
of high level voltage EVDD gradually, the present device
may be configured as follows:
[0109] FIG. 22 shows a modular configuration in ac-
cordance with a third example of the present invention.
FIG. 23 shows a modular configuration in accordance
with a fourth example of the present invention.
[0110] As shown in FIG. 22 illustrating a third example
modular configuration of an organic light-emitting display
device, the organic light-emitting display device may be
modularized with a first circuit board BD1, a second circuit
board BD2 and a display panel 110. The first circuit board
BD1 may include a system 1000 and a power supply 140
disposed thereon. The second circuit board BD2 may
include a timing controller 170, a gamma circuit 135, and
a voltage switching circuit ST disposed thereon. The volt-
age switching circuit ST may be disposed inside or out-
side the power supply 140. The gamma circuit 135 also
performs the same functions or operations as those
shown in the first example or the second example. How-
ever, since this is not principal features of the second
embodiment, the descriptions thereof may be discussed
with reference to the portion of the first example or the
second example of the present invention.
[0111] As shown in FIG. 23 illustrating a fourth example
modular configuration of the organic light-emitting dis-
play device, the organic light-emitting display device may
be modularized with a first circuit board BD1, a second
circuit board BD2 and a display panel 110. The first circuit
board BD1 may include a host system 1000, a power
supply 140 and a voltage switching circuit ST disposed
thereon. The second circuit board BD2 may include a
timing controller 170 and a gamma circuit 135 disposed
thereon. The voltage switching circuit ST may be dis-
posed inside or outside the power supply 140. The gam-
ma circuit 135 also performs the same functions or op-
erations as those shown in the first example or the second

example. However, since this is not principal features of
the second embodiment, the descriptions thereof may
be discussed with reference to the portion of the first ex-
ample or the second example of the present invention.
[0112] The timing controller 170 may be configured to
output a switch control signal STC to selectively supply
a first high level voltage EVDD1 and a second high level
voltage EVDD2 from the power supply 140 disposed on
the first circuit board BD1. In one example, the first high
level voltage EVDD1 (a saturation region drive voltage)
may be higher than the second high level voltage EVDD2
(a linear region drive voltage).
[0113] The timing controller 170 may be configured to
generate a first switch control signal at the same time
when a first drive control signal is generated by a non-
linear driver disposed therein, wherein the first drive con-
trol signal enables driving for the drive transistor in a sat-
uration region, that is, a normal driving condition.
[0114] When the timing controller 170 has outputted
the first drive control signal and first switch control signal,
the voltage switching circuit ST may be configured to
operate such that the first high level voltage EVDD1 from
the power supply 140 is supplied to the display panel
110. In this way, the display panel 110 may operate based
on an operation condition of the saturation region.
[0115] The timing controller 170 may be configured to
generate a second switch control signal at the same time
when a second drive control signal is generated by a
linear driver disposed therein, wherein the second drive
control signal enables driving for the drive transistor in a
linear region, that is, a change driving condition.
[0116] Further, the timing controller 170 monitors or
senses deterioration characteristic of the drive transistor,
for example, Vth, continuously, and generates a power
variable signal EVC to increase a level of a high level
voltage EVDD gradually based on the deterioration char-
acteristic of the drive transistor, for example, Vth. At this
time, the timing controller 170 performs compensation
operations to avoid an increase in a data voltage VDATA
and gradually increase the level of the high level voltage
EVDD, when the deterioration characteristic of the drive
transistor, for example, Vth deviates from a reference
range (a reference threshold voltage) set inside the tim-
ing controller 170.
[0117] When the timing controller 170 has outputted
the second drive control signal and second switch control
signal, the voltage switching circuit ST may be configured
to operate such that the second high level voltage EVDD2
from the power supply 140 is supplied to the display panel
110. In this way, the display panel 110 may operate based
on an operation condition of the linear region. When the
timing controller 170 has outputted the power variable
signal EVC, the power supply 140 changes a level of the
second high level voltage EVDD2 based on the compen-
sation operations by the timing controller 170 and outputs
the level.
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<A third embodiment >

[0118] FIG. 24 is a schematic block view of an organic
light-emitting display device in accordance with a third
embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 25 schemat-
ically illustrates a configuration of a sub-pixel in FIG. 24.
[0119] As shown in FIG. 24, the organic light-emitting
display device may include a host system 1000, a timing
controller 170, a data driver 130, a power supply 140, a
gate driver 150, and a display panel 110.
[0120] The host system 1000 may include a SoC (Sys-
tem on Chip) having a scaler disposed therein, and may
convert digital video data of an input video to a data signal
with a suitable format for display on the display panel
110, and then output the converted data signal. The host
system 1000 may supply a variety of timing signals along
with the data signal to the timing controller 170.
[0121] The timing controller 170 may be configured to
control operation timings of the data driver 130 and gate
driver 150 based on the timing signals from the host sys-
tem 1000, such as based on vertical and horizontal syn-
chronization signals, a data enable signal, a main clock
signal, etc. The timing controller 170 may be configured
to perform video process, such as data compensation,
for the data signal from the host system 1000, and then
supply the processed or compensated data signal to the
data driver 130.
[0122] The data driver 130 may be configured to op-
erate based on a data control signal DDC, etc. from the
timing controller 170. The data driver 130 may be con-
figured to convert the data signal DATA in a digital form
from the timing controller 170 to a data signal in an analog
form and then output the converted data signal.
[0123] In this regard, the data driver 130 may be con-
figured to convert the data signal DATA in a digital form
to the data signal in an analog form based on gamma
voltages from a gamma circuit inside or outside the data
driver 130. The data driver 130 may be configured to
supply the analog data signal to data lines DL1 to DLn
of the display panel 110.
[0124] The gate driver 150 may be configured to op-
erate based on a gate control signal GDC from the timing
controller 170. The gate driver 150 may be configured to
output a gate signal or a scan signal of a gate high voltage
or a gate low voltage.
[0125] The gate driver 150 may be configured to se-
quentially output the gate signal in a forward or reverse
direction. The gate driver 150 may be configured to sup-
ply the gate signal to gate lines GL1 to GLm of the display
panel 110.
[0126] The power supply 140 may be configured to out-
put a high level voltage (a drain voltage) EVDD and a
low level voltage (a source voltage) EVSS for driving the
display panel 110, and a collector voltage VCC and a
ground voltage GND for driving the data driver 130, etc.
Additionally, the power supply 140 may be configured to
generate voltages required for operations of the display
device, such as the gate high voltage or the gate low

voltage to be supplied to the gate driver 150.
[0127] The display panel 110 may include sub-pixels
SP, the data lines DL1 to DLn coupled to the sub-pixels
SP respectively, and the gate lines GL1 to GLm coupled
to the sub-pixels SP respectively. The display panel 110
may be configured to display an image based on the gate
signal from the gate driver 150 and the data signal from
the data driver 130. The display panel 110 may include
lower and upper substrates. The sub-pixels SP may be
disposed between the lower and upper substrates.
[0128] As shown in FIG. 25, a single sub-pixel includes
a switching thin film transistor SW coupled to the gate
line GL1 and data line DL1 (or disposed at an intersection
thereof), and a pixel circuit PC configured to operate
based on the data signal supplied via the switching thin
film transistor SW. The pixel circuit PC may include a
drive transistor, a storage capacitor, an organic light-
emitting diode, and a pixel compensation circuit. The pix-
el compensation circuit may be configured to compen-
sate for at least one of the drive transistor, storage ca-
pacitor, and organic light-emitting diode.
[0129] The pixel compensation circuit may be config-
ured to compensate for characteristics of the drive tran-
sistor (for example, a threshold voltage, current mobility,
etc.), and/or characteristics of the organic light-emitting
diode (for example, a threshold voltage) and/or for dete-
riorations thereof. The pixel compensation circuit may
operate independently or in association with an external
circuit. The pixel compensation circuit may include at
least one thin film transistor and capacitor. The pixel com-
pensation circuit can be configured in a wide variety of
ways depending on a compensation method. Thus, a
specific illustration and description thereof will be omit-
ted.
[0130] FIGS. 26 and 27 are diagrams for describing a
comparison between a scheme of changing a level of a
high level voltage and a scheme of changing a level of a
low level voltage in order to drive a drive transistor in a
linear region and generate a target current. FIG. 28 is a
graph of current versus voltage curves of a drive transis-
tor for describing a driving method of an organic light-
emitting display device in accordance with a third em-
bodiment of the present invention. FIGS. 29 and 30 are
views illustrating examples of changing a low level volt-
age in accordance with a third embodiment of the present
invention.
[0131] As shown in FIG. 26, the second embodiment
lowers a level of a high level voltage EVDD to drive a
drive transistor DTFT in a linear region and generate a
target current I_target but maintains a data voltage VDATA
at a previous level or slightly increases the data voltage
VDATA from the previous level. To this end, the second
embodiment changes the high level voltage EVDD while
a low level voltage EVSS is fixed.
[0132] As shown in FIG. 27, the third embodiment in-
creases a level of the low level voltage EVSS to drive the
drive transistor DTFT in the linear region and generate
the target current I_target but maintains the data voltage
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VDATA at the previous level or slightly increases the data
voltage VDATA from the previous level. To this end, the
third embodiment changes the low level voltage EVSS
while the high level voltage EVDD is fixed.
[0133] As can be seen from FIGS. 26 and 27, a drain-
source voltage Vds of the drive transistor DTFT = the
high level voltage EVDD - the low level voltage EVSS is
also defined in the third embodiment as well as the sec-
ond embodiment. That is, when one of the level of the
high level voltage EVDD and the level of the low level
voltage EVSS is lowered, the drain-source voltage Vds
of the drive transistor DTFT is also lowered. Therefore,
since a method of changing the level of the high level
voltage EVSS as well as a method of changing the level
of the high level voltage EVDD changes the voltage de-
pending on a change of a threshold voltage of the drive
transistor DTFT, both embodiments can improve life time
of the product.
[0134] FIG. 27 illustrates, by way of example, a gen-
erally-employed 2T1C configuration where two transis-
tors SW and DTFT and a single capacitor Cst are used
to drive an organic light-emitting diode OLED. However,
the present invention is not limited thereto. Rather, the
present invention may be applicable to an organic light-
emitting display device with a sub-pixel including various
pixel circuit configurations.
[0135] As shown in FIG. 28, in accordance with the
third embodiment of the present invention, in order to
achieve power consumption reduction for the organic
light-emitting display device, the drive transistor DTFT of
the sub-pixel may be driven using a combination of a
saturation region and a linear region of a current versus
voltage curve. Further, in order to achieve power con-
sumption reduction for the organic light-emitting display
device, a level of the low level voltage EVSS may be
changed in response to a change of the data voltage
VDATA constituting a data signal.
[0136] For example, in accordance with the third em-
bodiment of the present invention, when the drive tran-
sistor generates a current I_oled for driving the organic
light-emitting diode, the level of the low level voltage
EVSS, which is one of conditions for generating the target
current I_target, becomes higher than P1. However, this
condition is satisfied when the drive transistor DTFT is
driven in the linear region rather than the saturation re-
gion.
[0137] As shown in first and second frames (1st frame,
2nd frame) of FIG. 29, when the drive transistor DTFT is
driven in the saturation region, the level of the low level
voltage EVSS is maintained at 0V level.
[0138] As shown in third and fourth frames (3rd frame,
4th frame) in FIG. 29, when the drive transistor DTFT is
driven in the linear region, the level of the low level voltage
EVSS is maintained at a level of 6V. Here, the voltage
level of 6V should be understood as an example.
[0139] As shown in FIG. 30, when driving the drive tran-
sistor DTFT in the linear region, the level of the low level
voltage EVSS may gradually increase from 0V to 6V. As

described above, the level of the low level voltage EVSS
changes gradually instead of 0V or 6V in consideration
of an image quality problem. The gradual changing meth-
od of the level of the low level voltage EVSS is for con-
sidering deterioration characteristics and compensation
margin of the drive transistor DTFT. Also, since the grad-
ually changed low level voltage EVSS is commonly sup-
plied to all of sub-pixels of a display panel, a global com-
pensation effect can be expected.
[0140] When the drive transistor DTFT of the sub-pixel
is driven in the linear region, the level of the low level
voltage EVSS is maintained or higher than the previous
level while the level of the high level voltage EVDD is
fixed. Thus, a stress level undergone by the transistor
may be reduced compared to a related art method. As a
result, the deterioration of the transistor may be expected
to be delayed by a longer time period than in the related
art method where the drive transistor is driven in the sat-
uration region.
[0141] Above all, the third embodiment controls a cir-
cuit that generates the low level voltage EVSS, not a
circuit that generates the high level voltage EVDD with
a relatively high power consumption and a complicated
device configuration. Since the circuit for changing the
high level voltage has a large number of components for
implementing this, and variability of the variable voltage
may be large and unstable when the voltage is changed,
there is a variety of burdens in the circuit for changing
the high level voltage. On the other hand, the circuit for
changing the low level voltage is less burdensome than
the circuit for changing the high level voltage because of
fewer components and less variability or instability of the
variable voltage when the voltage is changed. Therefore,
the third embodiment can further reduce the power con-
sumption as compared with the second embodiment, and
facilitate the configuration and implementation of the cir-
cuit.
[0142] In addition, since the third embodiment changes
the low level voltage, it is possible to design a power
supply capable of outputting and changing the voltage
by only one converter, thereby having excellent econom-
ical efficiency (reduction in manufacturing cost). Since
the third embodiment changes the low level voltage that
is not a high power consumption voltage such as the high
level voltage, it can be expected to achieve high stability
and high power consumption efficiency compared with
the method of changing the high level voltage.
[0143] FIG. 31 is a view for explaining a method for
determining whether an image quality problem has oc-
curred when driving a drive transistor in a linear region.
FIG.32 is a flowchart for explaining a selection scheme
of linear driving and saturation driving in accordance with
a third embodiment of the present invention.
[0144] As shown in FIG. 31, when an image is dis-
played on a display panel 110, there is a pattern that
causes a luminance deviation due to an influence of an
IR drop (a voltage drop due to current and resistance).
The pattern occurs when there is a vertical line where a
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deviation of a data voltage is large. Generally, when a
black box on a white background is displayed on the dis-
play panel 110, a crosstalk which is an image quality
problem due to the deviation of the data voltage occurs.
[0145] When an image capable of causing the image
quality problem is displayed on the display panel 110, if
a driving transistor is driven in a linear region, an image
quality is lowered further (see the display panel of FIG.
31 (a) and the display panel of FIG. 31(b)).
[0146] In order to solve this problem, it is necessary to
determine whether an input image data causes the image
quality problem based on an image analysis algorithm.
A confidence measure for determining presence or ab-
sence of an image having a large influence by the IR drop
will be described as follows.
[0147] First, a gray threshold value Gth should be set
so that a portion where a data transition of an input data
voltage shows a large width can be filtered. For example,
the gray threshold value can be algorithmized to detect
a portion where the gray difference appears larger than
the gray threshold value Gth.
[0148] When the gray threshold value Gth is set to Gth
= 200 as shown in FIG. 31, moving from the white back-
ground 255 to the black box 3, the difference between
these values appears as "255-3> Gth = 200". Therefore,
this image is determined to be an image which is expect-
ed to cause the crosstalk, which is the image quality prob-
lem due to the deviation of the data voltage.
[0149] It is determined whether the image is a suitable
image for linear driving or a suitable image for saturation
driving based on a result of counting whether the number
of patterns corresponding to the image causing the cross-
talk in one frame as described above is greater than or
less than a preset line or an area threshold (N Line / Area
Threshold; Nth and N is a natural number). At this time,
an image in which the linear driving is not suitable is
switched to the saturation driving depending on the result
of the final determination.
[0150] As shown in FIG. 32, in a method of driving an
organic light emitting display device in accordance with
the third embodiment, an input image is measured in or-
der to extract a frame having a large influence of an IR
drop (S110). The method of measuring the input image
may be based on an algorithm by setting a threshold
value as shown in FIG. 31, but the present invention is
not limited thereto.
[0151] After the input image is measured, it is deter-
mined whether the image is suitable for the linear driving
or the saturation driving (S120). The method of determin-
ing the suitable image for the linear driving or the suitable
image for the saturation driving may be performed by
setting the threshold value as described with reference
to FIG. 31 and algorithmizing it, but the present invention
is not limited thereto.
[0152] In the linear driving method, a low level voltage
EVSS is changed in a state where a high level voltage
EVDD is fixed (S130). The linear driving scheme has a
global compensation effect. After calculating an average

value of gray-scales in a vertical direction, a gray-scale
value can be transmitted so that a compensation value
is increased or decreased based on the average value.
[0153] In the saturation driving scheme, the high level
voltage EVDD and the low level voltage EVSS are fixed
(S140). The saturation driving scheme is limited to a
frame in which the influence of the IR drop is expected
to be large, such as a monochromatic pattern and a
crosstalk pattern.
[0154] As in the third embodiment, when the display
panel is driven by dividing a display area into the linear
region and the saturation region by frame depending on
characteristics of an image, it is possible to avoid image
quality problems such as deviation in vertical luminance
and crosstalk due to the IR drop, as well as reduction in
power consumption.
[0155] As in the third embodiment, in order to switch
selectively the driving scheme of the drive transistor
based on whether such an image quality problem occurs
for a certain image data, and change a level of the low
level voltage EVSS gradually, the present device may be
configured as follows:
[0156] FIG. 33 shows a modular configuration in ac-
cordance with a fifth example of the present invention.
FIG. 34 shows a modular configuration in accordance
with a sixth example of the present invention.
[0157] As shown in FIG. 33 illustrating a fifth example
modular configuration of an organic light-emitting display
device, the organic light-emitting display device may be
modularized with a first circuit board BD1, a second circuit
board BD2 and a display panel 110. The first circuit board
BD1 may include a host system 1000 and a power supply
140 disposed thereon. The second circuit board BD2 may
include a timing controller 170, a gamma circuit 135, and
a voltage switching circuit ST disposed thereon. The volt-
age switching circuit ST may be disposed inside or out-
side the power supply 140. The gamma circuit 135 also
performs the same functions or operations as those
shown in the first example or the second example. How-
ever, since this is not principal features of the third em-
bodiment, the descriptions thereof may be discussed with
reference to the portion of the first example or the second
example of the present invention.
[0158] As shown in FIG. 34 illustrating a sixth example
modular configuration of the organic light-emitting dis-
play device, the organic light-emitting display device may
be modularized with a first circuit board BD1, a second
circuit board BD2 and a display panel 110. The first circuit
board BD1 may include a host system 1000, a power
supply 140 and a voltage switching circuit ST disposed
thereon. The second circuit board BD2 may include a
timing controller 170 and a gamma circuit 135 disposed
thereon. The voltage switching circuit ST may be dis-
posed inside or outside the power supply 140. The gam-
ma circuit 135 also performs the same functions or op-
erations as those shown in the first example or the second
example. However, since this is not principal features of
the third embodiment, the descriptions thereof may be
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discussed with reference to the portion of the first exam-
ple or the second example of the present invention.
[0159] The timing controller 170 may be configured to
output a switch control signal STC to selectively supply
a first high level voltage EVDD1 or a second high level
voltage EVDD2 from the power supply 140 disposed on
the first circuit board BD1. In one example, the first high
level voltage EVDD1 (a saturation region drive voltage)
may be higher than the second high level voltage EVDD2
(a linear region drive voltage).
[0160] The timing controller 170 may be configured to
generate a first switch control signal at the same time
when a first drive control signal is generated by a non-
linear driver disposed therein, wherein the first drive con-
trol signal enables driving for a drive transistor in a sat-
uration region, that is, a normal driving condition.
[0161] When the timing controller 170 has outputted
the first drive control signal and first switch control signal,
the voltage switching circuit ST may be configured to
operate such that the first high level voltage EVDD1 from
the power supply 140 is supplied to the display panel
110. In this way, the display panel 110 may operate based
on an operation condition of the saturation region.
[0162] The timing controller 170 may be configured to
generate a second switch control signal at the same time
when a second drive control signal is generated by a
linear driver disposed therein, wherein the second drive
control signal enables driving for the drive transistor in a
linear region, that is, a change driving condition.
[0163] Further, the timing controller 170 monitors or
senses deterioration characteristic of the drive transistor,
for example, Vth continuously, and generates a power
variable signal EVC to increase a level of a low level
voltage EVSS gradually based on the deterioration char-
acteristic of the drive transistor, for example, Vth. At this
time, the timing controller 170 performs compensation
operations to avoid an increase in a data voltage VDATA
and gradually increase the level of the level voltage
EVSS, when the deterioration characteristic of the drive
transistor, for example, Vth, deviates from a reference
range (a reference threshold voltage) set inside the tim-
ing controller 170.
[0164] When the timing controller 170 has outputted
the second drive control signal and second switch control
signal, the voltage switching circuit ST may be configured
to operate such that the second high level voltage EVDD2
from the power supply 140 is supplied to the display panel
110. In this way, the display panel 110 may operate based
on an operation condition of the linear region. When the
timing controller 170 has outputted the power variable
signal EVC, the power supply 140 changes a level of the
second high level voltage EVDD2 based on the compen-
sation operations by the timing controller 170 and outputs
the level.
[0165] The present invention can reduce power con-
sumption by the display device via the changing method
of the high level voltage based on the selective driving
of the drive transistor of the sub-pixel in the saturation

and linear regions. Further, the present invention can
suppress deterioration in the display image quality
caused by a change in the driving scheme by taking into
account the presence or absence of an anticipated image
quality deterioration occurrence in selectively driving the
drive transistor of the sub-pixel in the saturation and linear
regions. Further, the present invention can delay deteri-
oration in the drive transistor by selectively driving the
drive transistor of the sub-pixel in the saturation and linear
regions. Further, when driving the driving transistor in the
linear region, there is an effect that the life time of the
product can be improved by gradually changing the high
level voltage depending on the change of the threshold
voltage. Furthermore, when driving the drive transistor
in the linear region, there is an effect that the power con-
sumption can be reduced by gradually changing the low
level voltage depending on the change of the threshold
voltage.
[0166] Although embodiments have been described
with reference to a number of illustrative embodiments
thereof, it should be understood that numerous other
modifications and embodiments can be devised by those
skilled in the art that will fall within the scope of the ap-
pended claims.

Claims

1. An organic light-emitting display device comprising:

a display panel (110) including a plurality of sub-
pixels, wherein each sub-pixel of the plurality of
sub-pixels includes a drive transistor;
a power supply (140) configured to output a volt-
age for driving the sub-pixels;
a selective driver (160) configured to generate
a first control signal when low and middle gray-
scale ranges are expressed on the display panel
to enable selective driving of the respective drive
transistor of a sub-pixel of the plurality of sub-
pixels in a first driving scheme, or to generate a
second control signal when a high gray-scale
range is expressed on the display panel to en-
able selective driving of the respective drive
transistor in a second driving scheme,
wherein the respective drive transistor is driven
in a saturation region in the first driving scheme,
and is driven in a linear region in the second
driving scheme; and characterized by
a gamma change driver (165) configured to
change a gamma based on the driving scheme
selected by the selective driver, wherein in the
first driving scheme the gamma change driver
is configured to change the gamma to a linear
gamma, and wherein in the second driving
scheme the gamma change driver is configured
to change the gamma to a non-linear gamma;
a timing controller (170) configured to output a
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data signal; and
a data driver (130) configured to convert the data
signal output from the timing controller into a da-
ta voltage based on the gamma changed ac-
cording to the selected driving scheme and to
supply the data voltage to the display panel
(110).

2. The device of claim 1, wherein the power supply
(140) is configured to:

supply a first level voltage to the display panel
(110) when the drive transistor of the sub-pixels
is driven in the saturation region; and
supply a second level voltage to the display pan-
el (110) when the drive transistor of the sub-
pixels is driven in the linear region, wherein the
second level voltage is lower than the first level
voltage.

3. The device of claim 1 or 2, wherein the selective
driver (160) is configured to change an operating
condition of the drive transistor from the linear region
to the saturation region based on a result of an anal-
ysis of image data which is to be supplied to the
display panel.

4. The device of any preceding claim, wherein the se-
lective driver (160) is configured to change an oper-
ating condition of the drive transistor from the linear
region to the saturation region when image data to
be supplied to the display panel (110) has a param-
eter value smaller than a predetermined threshold
value.

5. The device of any preceding claim, wherein the se-
lective driver (160) includes:

a normal driver (161) configured to generate a
control signal for driving the drive transistor of
the sub-pixels in the saturation region;
a linear driver (163) configured to generate a
control signal for driving the drive transistor of
the sub-pixels in the linear region; and
a compensation module (180) configured to
compensate for variation of the display panel
(110) resulting from the selective driving be-
tween the first and second driving schemes.

6. The device of claim 2, wherein the power supply
(140) includes a voltage switching circuit configured
to perform a switching operation to supply one of the
first level voltage and the second level voltage to the
display panel (110), and/or
optionally wherein the first level voltage is higher
than a data voltage to be supplied to the display pan-
el, and the second level voltage is lower than the
data voltage, and/or

optionally wherein the second level voltage is
changed gradually in response to changes in a
threshold voltage of the drive transistor, and/or
optionally further comprising a timing controller (170)
configured to:

monitor a threshold voltage of the drive transis-
tor;
generate a power variable signal to increase a
level of the second level voltage gradually in re-
sponse to changes in the threshold voltage of
the drive transistor; and
output the power variable signal to the power
supply (140).

7. The device of any preceding claim, wherein the pow-
er supply (140) is configured to:

change a high level voltage while a low level
voltage is fixed; or
change the low level voltage while the high level
voltage is fixed.

8. The device of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing:
a compensation circuit (180) configured to analyze
a data signal to be supplied to the display panel
(110), and to compensate the data signal to com-
pensate and improve variation of the display panel
(110) resulting from the selective driving between
the first and the second driving schemes.

9. The device of claim 8 when dependent on claim 7,
wherein the timing controller (170) includes the se-
lective driver (160) and the compensation circuit
(180), and
wherein the power supply (140) is configured to
change a level of the low level voltage based on a
compensation operation of the data signal by the tim-
ing controller.

10. The device of claim 9, further comprising:

a first circuit board on which the power supply
(140) is disposed,
a second circuit board on which the timing con-
troller (170) is disposed,
a voltage switching circuit which is disposed on
the first circuit board or the second circuit board
and configured to perform a switching operation
so that one of the high level voltage and the low
level voltage outputted from the power supply is
supplied to the display panel (110) based on a
control signal outputted from the timing control-
ler (170),
optionally wherein the voltage switching circuit
is configured to:
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perform a switching operation so that the
high level voltage is supplied to the display
panel (110) when a first signal is outputted
from the timing controller; and
perform a switching operation so that the
low level voltage is supplied to the display
panel (110) when a second signal is output-
ted from the timing controller.

11. A method of driving an organic light-emitting display
device according to claims 1 to 10, the method com-
prising:

generating a first control signal when low and
middle gray-scale ranges are expressed on a
display panel of the display device to enable se-
lective driving of a drive transistor of sub-pixels
in a first driving scheme, or
generating a second control signal when a high
gray-scale range is expressed on the display
panel of the display device to enable selective
driving of the drive transistor in a second driving
scheme,
wherein the drive transistor is driven in a satu-
ration region in the first driving scheme, and is
driven in a linear region in the second driving
scheme; the method characterized by
generating a signal to change a gamma based
on the selected driving scheme, wherein in the
first driving scheme the signal is configured to
change the gamma to a linear gamma, and
wherein in the second driving scheme the signal
is configured to change the gamma to a non-
linear gamma;
converting the data signal into a data voltage
based on the gamma changed according to the
selected driving scheme; and
supplying the data voltage to the display panel.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the changing of the
level of the voltage further includes increasing a level
of the second level voltage gradually in response to
changes in a threshold voltage of the drive transistor
when the drive transistor is driven in the linear region.

13. The method of claim 11, wherein the changing of the
level of the voltage includes changing a high level
voltage while a low level voltage is fixed, or changing
the low level voltage while the high level voltage is
fixed.

14. The method of claim 11, further comprising:

changing a level of a voltage to be supplied to
the sub-pixels based on the selected driving
scheme,
wherein the changing of the level of the voltage
includes:

selecting a first level voltage when the drive
transistor is driven in the saturation region;
and
selecting a second level voltage when the
drive transistor is driven in the linear region,
wherein the second level voltage is lower
than the first level voltage.

Patentansprüche

1. Organische Lichtemissionsanzeigevorrichtung, die
Folgendes umfasst:

ein Anzeigefeld (110), das mehrere Subpixel be-
inhaltet, wobei jedes Subpixel der mehreren
Subpixel einen Ansteuerungstransistor beinhal-
tet;
eine Leistungsversorgung (140), die zum Aus-
geben einer Spannung zum Ansteuern der Sub-
pixel ausgebildet ist;
eine selektive Ansteuerung (160), die zum Er-
zeugen eines ersten Steuersignals, wenn unte-
re und mittlere Graustufenbereiche auf dem An-
zeigefeld ausgedrückt werden, um eine selekti-
ve Ansteuerung des jeweiligen Ansteuerungs-
transistors eines Subpixels der mehreren Sub-
pixel in einem ersten Ansteuerungsschema zu
ermöglichen, oder zum Erzeugen eines zweiten
Steuersignals, wenn ein hoher Graustufenbe-
reich auf dem Anzeigefeld ausgedrückt wird, um
eine selektive Ansteuerung des jeweiligen An-
steuerungstransistors in einem zweiten Ansteu-
erungsschema zu ermöglichen, ausgebildet ist,
wobei der jeweilige Ansteuerungstransistor in
einem Sättigungsgebiet in dem ersten Ansteu-
erungsschema angesteuert wird und in einem
linearen Gebiet in dem zweiten Ansteuerungs-
schema angesteuert wird; und
gekennzeichnet durch
eine Gammawertänderungsansteuerung (165),
die zum Ändern eines Gammawertes basierend
auf dem durch die selektive Ansteuerung aus-
gewählten Ansteuerungsschema ausgebildet
ist, wobei in dem ersten Ansteuerungsschema
die Gammawertänderungsansteuerung zum
Ändern des Gammawertes auf einen linearen
Gammawert ausgebildet ist und wobei in dem
zweiten Ansteuerungsschema die Gammawer-
tänderungsansteuerung zum Ändern des Gam-
mawertes auf einen nichtlinearen Gammawert
ausgebildet ist;
eine Timingsteuerung (170), die zum Ausgeben
eines Datensignals ausgebildet ist; und
eine Datenansteuerung (130), die zum Umwan-
deln des Datensignals, das von der Timingsteu-
erung ausgegeben wird, in eine Datenspannung
basierend auf dem Gammawert, der gemäß
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dem ausgewählten Ansteuerungsschema ge-
ändert wird, und zum Liefern der Datenspan-
nung an das Anzeigefeld (110) ausgebildet ist.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Leistungs-
versorgung (140) zu Folgendem konfiguriert ist:

Liefern einer Spannung mit einem ersten Pegel
an das Anzeigefeld (110), wenn der Ansteue-
rungstransistor der Subpixel in dem Sättigungs-
gebiet angesteuert wird; und
Liefern einer Spannung mit einem zweiten Pe-
gel an das Anzeigefeld (110), wenn der Ansteu-
erungstransistor der Subpixel in dem linearen
Gebiet angesteuert wird, wobei die Spannung
mit dem zweiten Pegel niedriger als die Span-
nung mit dem ersten Pegel ist.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die se-
lektive Ansteuerung (160) zum Ändern eines Be-
triebszustands des Ansteuerungstransistors von
dem linearen Gebiet zu dem Sättigungsgebiet ba-
sierend auf einem Ergebnis einer Analyse von Bild-
daten, die an das Anzeigefeld geliefert werden, aus-
gebildet ist.

4. Vorrichtung nach einem vorhergehenden Anspruch,
wobei die selektive Ansteuerung (160) zum Ändern
eines Betriebszustands des Ansteuerungstransis-
tors von dem linearen Gebiet zu dem Sättigungsge-
biet ausgebildet ist, wenn Bilddaten, die an das An-
zeigefeld (110) zu liefern sind, einen Parameterwert
kleiner als ein vorbestimmter Schwellenwert aufwei-
sen.

5. Vorrichtung nach einem vorhergehenden Anspruch,
wobei die selektive Ansteuerung (160) Folgendes
beinhaltet:

eine Normalansteuerung (161), die zum Erzeu-
gen eines Steuersignals zum Ansteuern des An-
steuerungstransistors der Subpixel in dem Sät-
tigungsgebiet ausgebildet ist;
eine Linearansteuerung (163), die zum Erzeu-
gen eines Steuersignals zum Ansteuern des An-
steuerungstransistors der Subpixel in dem line-
aren Gebiet ausgebildet ist; und
ein Kompensationsmodul (180), das zum Kom-
pensieren einer Variation des Anzeigefelds
(110) konfiguriert ist, die aus der selektiven An-
steuerung zwischen dem ersten und zweiten
Ansteuerungsschema resultiert.

6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2,
wobei die Leistungsversorgung (140) einen Span-
nungsschalt-Schaltkreis beinhaltet, der zum Durch-
führen einer Schaltoperation ausgebildet ist, um die
Spannung mit dem ersten Pegel oder die Spannung

mit dem zweiten Pegel an das Anzeigefeld (110) zu
liefern, und/oder
wobei optional die Spannung mit dem ersten Pegel
höher als eine Datenspannung ist, die an das Anzei-
gefeld zu liefern ist, und die Spannung mit dem zwei-
ten Pegel niedriger als die Datenspannung ist,
und/oder
wobei optional die Spannung mit dem zweiten Pegel
als Reaktion auf Änderungen einer Schwellenspan-
nung des Ansteuerungstransistors graduell geän-
dert wird, und/oder
die optional ferner eine Timingsteuerung (170) um-
fasst, die zu Folgendem ausgebildet ist:

Überwachen einer Schwellenspannung des An-
steuerungstransistors;
Erzeugen eines variablen Leistungssignals, um
einen Pegel der Spannung mit dem zweiten Pe-
gel graduell als Reaktion auf Änderungen der
Schwellenspannung des Ansteuerungstransis-
tors zu erhöhen; und
Ausgeben des variablen Leistungssignals an
die Leistungsversorgung (140).

7. Vorrichtung nach einem vorhergehenden Anspruch,
wobei die Leistungsversorgung (140) zu Folgendem
ausgebildet ist:

Ändern einer Spannung mit hohem Pegel, wäh-
rend eine Spannung mit niedrigem Pegel fest
ist; oder
Ändern der Spannung mit niedrigem Pegel,
während die Spannung mit hohem Pegel fest ist.

8. Vorrichtung nach einem vorhergehenden Anspruch,
die ferner Folgendes umfasst:
einen Kompensationsschaltkreis (180), der zum
Analysieren eines Datensignals, das an das Anzei-
gefeld (110) zu liefern ist, und zum Kompensieren
des Datensignals, um eine Variation des Anzeige-
felds (110) zu kompensieren und zu verbessern, die
aus dem selektiven Ansteuern zwischen dem ersten
und dem zweiten Ansteuerungsschema resultiert,
ausgebildet ist.

9. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wenn abhängig von
Anspruch 7, wobei die Timingsteuerung (170) die
selektive Ansteuerung (160) und den Kompensati-
onsschaltkreis (180) beinhaltet, und
wobei die Leistungsversorgung (140) zum Ändern
eines Pegels der Spannung mit niedrigem Pegel ba-
sierend auf einer Kompensationsoperation des Da-
tensignals durch die Timingsteuerung ausgebildet
ist.

10. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 9, die ferner Folgendes
umfasst:
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eine erste Leiterplatte, auf der die Leistungsver-
sorgung (140) angeordnet ist,
eine zweite Leiterplatte, auf der die Timingsteu-
erung (170) angeordnet ist,
einen Spannungsschalt-Schaltkreis, der auf der
ersten Leiterplatte oder der zweiten Leiterplatte
angeordnet ist und zum Durchführen einer
Schaltoperation derart,
dass die Spannung mit hohem Pegel oder die
Spannung mit niedrigem Pegel, die von der Leis-
tungsversorgung ausgegeben wird, an das An-
zeigefeld (110) geliefert wird, basierend auf ei-
nem Steuersignal, das von der Timingsteuerung
(170) ausgegeben wird, ausgebildet ist,
wobei optional der Spannungsschalt-Schalt-
kreis zu Folgendem ausgebildet ist:

Durchführen einer Schaltoperation derart,
dass die Spannung mit dem hohen Pegel
an das Anzeigefeld (110) geliefert wird,
wenn ein erstes Signal von der Timingsteu-
erung ausgegeben wird; und
Durchführen einer Schaltoperation derart,
dass die Spannung mit niedrigem Pegel an
das Anzeigefeld (110) geliefert wird, wenn
ein zweites Signal von der Timingsteuerung
ausgegeben wird.

11. Verfahren zum Ansteuern einer organischen Licht-
emissionsanzeigevorrichtung nach Ansprüchen 1
bis 10, wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Erzeugen eines ersten Steuersignals, wenn un-
tere und mittlere Graustufenbereiche auf einem
Anzeigefeld der Anzeigevorrichtung ausge-
drückt werden, um eine selektive Ansteuerung
eines Ansteuerungstransistors von Subpixeln in
einem ersten Ansteuerungsschema zu ermög-
lichen, oder
Erzeugen eines zweiten Steuersignals, wenn
ein hoher Graustufenbereich auf dem Anzeige-
feld der Anzeigevorrichtung ausgedrückt wird,
um eine selektive Ansteuerung des Ansteue-
rungstransistors in einem zweiten Ansteue-
rungsschema zu ermöglichen,
wobei der Ansteuerungstransistor in einem Sät-
tigungsgebiet in dem ersten Ansteuerungssche-
ma angesteuert wird und in einem linearen Ge-
biet in dem zweiten Ansteuerungsschema an-
gesteuert wird; wobei das Verfahren gekenn-
zeichnet ist durch
Erzeugen eines Signals zum Ändern eines
Gammawertes basierend auf dem ausgewähl-
ten Ansteuerungsschema, wobei in dem ersten
Ansteuerungsschema das Signal zum Ändern
des Gammawertes auf einen linearen Gamma-
wert ausgebildet ist und wobei in dem zweiten
Ansteuerungsschema das Signal zum Ändern

des Gammawertes auf einen nichtlinearen
Gammawert ausgebildet ist;
Umwandeln des Datensignals in eine Daten-
spannung basierend auf dem Gammawert, der
gemäß dem ausgewählten Ansteuerungssche-
ma geändert wird; und
Liefern der Datenspannung an das Anzeigefeld.

12. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, wobei das Ändern des
Pegels der Spannung ferner Erhöhen eines Pegels
der Spannung mit dem zweiten Pegel graduell als
Reaktion auf Änderungen einer Schwellenspannung
des Ansteuerungstransistors, wenn der Ansteue-
rungstransistor in dem linearen Gebiet angesteuert
wird, beinhaltet.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, wobei das Ändern des
Pegels der Spannung Ändern einer Spannung mit
hohem Pegel, während eine Spannung mit niedri-
gem Pegel fest ist, oder Ändern der Spannung mit
niedrigem Pegel, während die Spannung mit hohem
Pegel fest ist, beinhaltet.

14. Verfahren nach Anspruch 11, das ferner Folgendes
umfasst:

Ändern eines Pegels einer Spannung, die an die
Subpixel zu liefern ist, basierend auf dem An-
steuerungsschema,
wobei das Ändern des Pegels der Spannung
Folgendes beinhaltet:

Auswählen einer Spannung mit einem ers-
ten Pegel, wenn der Ansteuerungstransis-
tor in dem Sättigungsgebiet angesteuert
wird; und
Auswählen einer Spannung mit einem zwei-
ten Pegel, wenn der Ansteuerungstransis-
tor in dem linearen Gebiet angesteuert wird,
wobei die Spannung mit dem zweiten Pegel
niedriger als die Spannung mit dem ersten
Pegel ist.

Revendications

1. Dispositif d’affichage électroluminescent organique
comprenant :

un panneau d’affichage (110) comprenant une
pluralité de sous-pixels, dans lequel chaque
sous-pixel de la pluralité de sous-pixels com-
prend un transistor d’attaque ;
une alimentation électrique (140) configurée
pour sortir une tension pour entraîner les sous-
pixels ;
un circuit de pilotage sélectif (160) configuré
pour générer un premier signal de commande
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lorsque des plages d’échelle de gris faible et in-
termédiaire sont exprimées sur le panneau d’af-
fichage pour permettre un pilotage sélectif du
transistor d’attaque respectif d’un sous-pixel de
la pluralité de sous-pixels dans un premier sché-
ma de pilotage, ou pour générer un second si-
gnal de commande lorsqu’une plage d’échelle
de gris élevée est exprimée sur le panneau d’af-
fichage pour permettre un pilotage sélectif du
transistor d’attaque respectif dans un second
schéma de pilotage,
dans lequel le transistor d’attaque respectif est
piloté dans une région de saturation dans le pre-
mier schéma de pilotage et est piloté dans une
région linéaire dans le second schéma de
pilotage ; et
caractérisé par
un circuit de pilotage de changement de gamma
(165) configuré pour changer un gamma en se
basant sur le schéma de pilotage sélectionné
par le circuit de pilotage sélectif, dans lequel,
dans le premier schéma de pilotage, le circuit
de pilotage de changement de gamma est con-
figuré pour passer le gamma à un gamma linéai-
re, et dans lequel, dans le second schéma de
pilotage, le circuit de pilotage de changement
de gamma est configuré pour passer le gamma
à un gamma non linéaire ;
un dispositif de commande de synchronisation
(170) configuré pour émettre un signal de
données ; et
un circuit de pilotage de données (130) configu-
ré pour convertir le signal de données émis de-
puis le dispositif de commande de synchronisa-
tion en une tension de données en se basant
sur le gamma changé en fonction du schéma de
pilotage sélectionné et pour fournir la tension de
données au panneau d’affichage (110).

2. Dispositif selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’ali-
mentation électrique (140) est configurée :

pour fournir une tension de premier niveau au
panneau d’affichage (110) lorsque le transistor
d’attaque des sous-pixels est piloté dans la ré-
gion de saturation ; et
pour fournir une tension de second niveau au
panneau d’affichage (110) lorsque le transistor
d’attaque des sous-pixels est piloté dans la ré-
gion linéaire, dans lequel la tension de second
niveau est inférieure à la tension de premier ni-
veau.

3. Dispositif selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel
le circuit de pilotage sélectif (160) est configuré pour
passer un état de fonctionnement du transistor d’at-
taque de la région linéaire à la région de saturation
en se basant sur un résultat d’une analyse de don-

nées d’image qui doivent être fournies au panneau
d’affichage.

4. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le circuit de pilotage sé-
lectif (160) est configuré pour passer un état de fonc-
tionnement du transistor d’attaque de la région li-
néaire à la région de saturation lorsque des données
d’image qui doivent être fournies au panneau d’affi-
chage (110), présentent une valeur de paramètre
inférieure à une valeur de seuil prédéterminée.

5. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, dans lequel le circuit de pilotage sé-
lectif (160) comprend :

un circuit de pilotage normal (161) configuré
pour générer un signal de commande pour pi-
loter le transistor d’attaque des sous-pixels dans
la région de saturation ;
un circuit de pilotage linéaire (163) configuré
pour générer un signal de commande pour pi-
loter le transistor d’attaque des sous-pixels dans
la région linéaire ; et
un module de compensation (180) configuré
pour compenser une variation du panneau d’af-
fichage (110) résultant du pilotage sélectif entre
le premier et le second schéma de pilotage.

6. Dispositif selon la revendication 2,
dans lequel l’alimentation électrique (140) comprend
un circuit de commutation de tension configuré pour
effectuer une opération de commutation pour fournir
soit la tension de premier niveau, soit la tension de
second niveau au panneau d’affichage (110) et/ou
facultativement, dans lequel la tension de premier
niveau est plus élevée qu’une tension de données
qui doit être fournie au panneau d’affichage et la ten-
sion de second niveau est plus basse que la tension
de données et/ou
facultativement, dans lequel la tension de second
niveau est modifiée petit à petit à la suite de chan-
gements d’une tension de seuil du transistor d’atta-
que et/ou
facultativement comprenant en outre un dispositif de
commande de synchronisation (170) configuré :

pour surveiller une tension de seuil du transistor
d’attaque ;
pour générer un signal à puissance variable
pour augmenter un niveau de la tension de se-
cond niveau petit à petit à la suite de change-
ments de la tension de seuil du transistor
d’attaque ; et
pour émettre le signal à puissance variable vers
l’alimentation électrique (140).

7. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications
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précédentes, dans lequel l’alimentation électrique
(140) est configurée :

pour changer une tension de niveau élevé pen-
dant qu’une tension de bas niveau est fixe ; ou
pour changer la tension de bas niveau pendant
que la tension de niveau élevé est fixe.

8. Dispositif selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, comprenant en outre :
un circuit de compensation (180) configuré pour ana-
lyser un signal de données qui doit être fourni au
panneau d’affichage (110), et pour compenser le si-
gnal de données pour compenser et améliorer une
variation du panneau d’affichage (110) résultant du
pilotage sélectif entre le premier et le second schéma
de pilotage.

9. Dispositif selon la revendication 8 lorsqu’elle dépend
de la revendication 7, dans lequel le dispositif de
commande de synchronisation (170) comprend le
circuit de pilotage sélectif (160) et le circuit de com-
pensation (180) et
dans lequel l’alimentation électrique (140) est confi-
gurée pour changer un niveau de la tension de bas
niveau en se basant sur une opération de compen-
sation du signal de données par le dispositif de com-
mande de synchronisation.

10. Dispositif selon la revendication 9, comprenant en
outre :

une première carte de circuit imprimé sur laquel-
le l’alimentation électrique (140) est disposée,
une seconde carte de circuit imprimé sur laquel-
le le dispositif de commande de synchronisation
(170) est disposé,
un circuit de commutation de tension qui est dis-
posé sur la première carte de circuit imprimé ou
sur la seconde carte de circuit imprimé et con-
figuré pour effectuer une opération de commu-
tation de telle sorte que soit la tension de niveau
élevé, soit la tension de bas niveau émise depuis
l’alimentation électrique soit fournie au panneau
d’affichage (110) en se basant sur un signal de
commande émis depuis le dispositif de com-
mande de synchronisation (170),
facultativement dans lequel le circuit de commu-
tation de tension est configuré :

pour effectuer une opération de commuta-
tion de telle sorte que la tension de niveau
élevé soit fournie au panneau d’affichage
(110) lorsqu’un premier signal est émis de-
puis le dispositif de commande de
synchronisation ; et
pour effectuer une opération de commuta-
tion de telle sorte que la tension de bas ni-

veau soit fournie au panneau d’affichage
(110) lorsqu’un second signal est émis de-
puis le dispositif de commande de synchro-
nisation.

11. Procédé de pilotage d’un dispositif d’affichage élec-
troluminescent organique selon les revendications
1 à 10, le procédé consistant :

à générer un premier signal de commande lors-
que des plages d’échelle de gris faible et inter-
médiaire sont exprimées sur un panneau d’affi-
chage du dispositif d’affichage pour permettre
un pilotage sélectif d’un transistor d’attaque de
sous-pixels dans un premier schéma de pilota-
ge, ou
à générer un second signal de commande lors-
qu’une plage d’échelle de gris élevée est expri-
mée sur le panneau d’affichage du dispositif
d’affichage pour permettre un pilotage sélectif
du transistor d’attaque dans un second schéma
de pilotage,
dans lequel le transistor d’attaque est piloté
dans une région de saturation dans le premier
schéma de pilotage et est piloté dans une région
linéaire dans le second schéma de pilotage ; le
procédé étant caractérisé en ce qu’il consiste
à générer un signal pour changer un gamma en
se basant sur le schéma de pilotage sélectionné,
dans lequel, dans le premier schéma de pilota-
ge, le signal est configuré pour passer le gamma
à un gamma linéaire, et dans lequel, dans le
second schéma de pilotage, le signal est confi-
guré pour passer le gamma à un gamma non
linéaire ;
à convertir le signal de données en une tension
de données en se basant sur le gamma changé
en fonction du schéma de pilotage sélectionné ;
et
à fournir la tension de données au panneau d’af-
fichage.

12. Procédé selon la revendication 11, dans lequel le
changement du niveau de la tension consiste en
outre à augmenter un niveau de la tension de second
niveau petit à petit à la suite de changements d’une
tension de seuil du transistor d’attaque lorsque le
transistor d’attaque est piloté dans la région linéaire.

13. Procédé selon la revendication 11, dans lequel le
changement du niveau de la tension consiste à chan-
ger une tension de niveau élevé pendant qu’une ten-
sion de bas niveau est fixe, ou à changer la tension
de bas niveau pendant que la tension de niveau éle-
vé est fixe.

14. Procédé selon la revendication 11, consistant en
outre :
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à changer un niveau d’une tension qui doit être
fournie aux sous-pixels en se basant sur le sché-
ma de pilotage sélectionné,
dans lequel le changement du niveau de la ten-
sion consiste :

à sélectionner une tension de premier ni-
veau lorsque le transistor d’attaque est pi-
loté dans la région de saturation ; et
à sélectionner une tension de second ni-
veau lorsque le transistor d’attaque est pi-
loté dans la région linéaire, dans lequel la
tension de second niveau est inférieure à la
tension de premier niveau.
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